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		Ahh! Look's like you found a lovely broken link. Sorry about that 
		:-(
		
		 Try a random or popular blog post on the sidebar.
		

		Cheers and peace!
		


		
			Wondering why you keep seeing lowercased 'i' in my posts?  Read ->  Why ‘i’ is not capitalized
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    	Happy on How to compress + minify MailChimp’s mc-validate.js for faster loading and better PageSpeed Insight Scores: “Thank you – fantastic solution!” May 30, 15:22

	Ray on How to fix a MacBook Pro keyboard and trackpad: “I love u so much this worked and I had a paper due the next day agh” May 17, 18:15

	bill prusak on Delete Icon? icon\r files from your Mac: “How to delete of change file icons, mac puts a icon as part the file. Irritating!” Apr 9, 18:45

	Andres on How to fix a MacBook Pro keyboard and trackpad: “Thanks! I had this issue as well. Tried everything. Until I did Keys to reset SMC ! THANKS THANKS THANKS!” Jan 18, 15:34

	Rose Martine on How to choose a VPN for desktop and mobile (Android / iOS): “A fascinating discussion is definitely worth comment. I do believe that you ought to publish more on this topic, it…” Oct 19, 01:38
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